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WHAT IS PRIVA

PRIVA is a utility token, serving multiple purposes and ensures the 
safety and growth of our network. At first sight, PRIVA is a 
multi-functional token that drives behavior for both end-users & 
developers

Privapp Network consists of Priva Token (PRIVA) and all 
the services provided over privapp.network application 
without compromising your safety and privacy.
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HOW DOES IT
OFFER PRIVACY

Chain signatures, secret chain transactions and hashed wallet addresses 
are used to hide sender-recipient addresses and transaction amounts.

Chain signatures are defined as digital contracts that 
can be signed by all users belonging to a group, who 
have the key.
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Everyone in the group has the authority to sign, but 
the identity of the signer is unknown. 

Privapp offers users everything that completely 
decentralized cryptocurrency ecosystem can, without 
compromising the concept, our basic human right.
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Take your place with this product in the astonishing world of 
Blockchain with its unique, personalized and non-followable 
structure.

How? PRIVA NFT DOMAIN, which saves you from depending on ** ICANN where 
all IPs of web pages are mandatory to be transmitted and completely eliminates 
the definition of DNS, allowing to move freely over the Blockchain network.

(non-fungible token)

PRIVA
*NFT DOMAIN
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*NFT (non-fungible token or Unchangeable Token) is a unit of data stored in a digital notebook called the block chain, confirming that a digital asset is unique and therefore cannot replace each other.[1] NFTs can be used to represent 
items such as photos, videos, audio and other types of digital files.

** The Internet Assigned Numbers and Names Authority (ICANN, English Internet Corporation for Assigned Names and Numbers) is a non-profit private sector organization created with the broad participation of the internet's 
business, technical, academic and user groups. ICANN's task is not to run the internet, but rather to coordinate technical, administrative and policy development tasks that require central coordination. It is tasked with coordinating 
the technical management of the internet domain names system, the allocation of IP address areas, the determination of protocol parameters and the management of the internet main service provider (root server) system.



To give an example; You can buy the name “PRIVAPP NETWORK”, 
which has proven its brand value, and sell it to the value you wish at any 
time in exchange for PRIVA TOKEN.

All your transactions to be carried out in this eco system will be fully 
“Anonymous” provided that they comply with the issues specified in the 
“Disclaimer Agreement”.

(non-fungible token)

PRIVA
NFT DOMAIN
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PRIVAPP NETWORK

You can have all the Brand-valued names that will belong only to 
you on the “NFT DOMAIN” structure, and you can add value to 
your own Brand with your own PRIVA NFT DOMAIN. You will be 
able to sell this PRIVA NFT DOMAIN, your Brand at the value you’ll 
decide (Priva Token) over the NFT market on “PRIVA BROWSER”.



*Hosting or Barındırma is to keep the pages, images or documents requested to be published on a website on a computer accessible to internet users.

PRIVA
*HOSTING

This system, which makes it possible to create and store all the files, 
tables, images and more you need became a highly preferred option 
as it can easily respond to users' needs.

With this service, you can get “PRIVA TOKEN” by opening and renting 
your Hostings to other members.

The desire and necessity to create and store files, tables, 
documents through the Internet, which is widely used in 
the world, inspired us to offer this service.
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PRIVA
HOSTING

These shared files are inaccessible 
to all users, including Hosting's 
owners.

If the leasing user leaves the 
system, your files are 
automatically moved to the 
"PRIVA HOSTING" servers with 
the secure infrastructure that is 
edited and kept for 1 month free.

 Files that have not been moved to 
another Hosting within the stated 
time are automatically deleted 
from the entire system.

At this stage, all information in 
Hired Hosting is deleted.
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In this structure, which is secured with a specially 
designed 4-layer security system, you’re able to make your 
inactive or surplus warehouse areas available to other 
members through the Block chain system. You may have 
these file fields either as Hard disk of your Laptop or 
External Storage tools.



With more advantageous subscription options, wishing users can perform PRIVA HOSTING's leasing 
transactions through their own hosts with PRIVA TOKEN.

PRIVA HOSTING
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Subscription 
MONTH

1

20 GB
Quota

Subscription 
MONTH

6

100 GB
Quota

SUBSCRIPTION OPTIONS



“The web browser or network browser (English: web browser) is the generic name for users to acquire and display information sources on the World Wide Web (WWW). Sources of information on WWW can be web pages, 
images, videos or other types of content. Through hyperlinks in these resources, users can navigate through relevant resources using web browsers."

PRIVA
*BROWSER

So what is WEB 3.0 where PRIVA BROWSER will be used? The 
change of the internet network, which means World Wide Web” and 
we know it as”WWW”, actually intersects with Metaverse in a way. 
Web 3.0 will allow for a decentralized connection without any means.

All your usage operations are Anonymized in this search 
engine, which forms the infrastructure of WEB 3.0, and your 
personal information is reserved and cannot be tracked.
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You can create your own website by 
purchasing “PRIVA HOSTING” in 
WEB 3.0, which will be the world of 
the future, and enrich your site with 
special plug-ins offered for your 
development and need.

PRIVA
BROWSER
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What can these be?

When you listen to a song, read news, or access and use 
any content, the price for it won’t go to apps as the content 
owners will directly deliver the work they create to the user 
and will not have any intermediaries in between. Here is 
what decentralized system we are talking about promise.

You can
earn income

with the sale of
NFT Market.Social Media E-CommerceBlogger



“The cryptocurrencies connected to the Internet are called hot wallets. Bitcoin can be sent to Bitcoin address with paper 
wallet and the private key you want to spend can be transferred to a Bitcoin wallet.

The method of storing leading crypto asset wallet keys such as Bitcoin, Ripple, Litecoin, Ethereum and Bitcoin Cash in a 
non-internet hardware device is called a cold wallet. Cold wallets or Hardware wallets are safer than hot wallets due to lack 
of internet access.
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PRIVA
WALLET

With “PRIVA VALLET”, all your movements are secured by taking 
them to the Blockchain environment. With this structure that also 
supports other networks; you will be able to translate your existing 
tokens into “PRIVA TOKEN”.

You can store your “PRIVA TOKEN” in your “PRIVA WALLET” with the 
same privacy, using Domain, Hosting and Browser services within our 
PRIVA Eco system, which are also untraceable and Anonymized.  

Would you like the confidentiality of all your shopping and 
commercial transactions within the PRIVA eco system?
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Giveaway3%

Team Advisor20%

Marketing & Development17%

Pre Sale20%

Future Development40%

TOKEN DISTRIBUTION
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ROADMAP

ICO Pre-Sale Starting

ICO Pre-Sale Ending Crypto Exchange 
Integration of PRIVA 
Token

Running Network & 
Pre-Sale of Domains & 
Hosting

Public Sale of Domains & 
Hostings

Testnet

Mainnet

2020
November

2021
April

2021
April

2021
November

2022
March

2022
November

2023
May
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